Aims Although the coronary artery vessel wall can be imaged non-invasively using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the in vivo reproducibility of wall thickness measures has not been previously investigated. Using a refined magnetization preparation scheme, we sought to assess the reproducibility of three-dimensional (3D) free-breathing black-blood coronary MRI in vivo. Methods and results MRI vessel wall scans parallel to the right coronary artery (RCA) were obtained in 18 healthy individuals (age range 25-43, six women), with no known history of coronary artery disease, using a 3D dual-inversion navigator-gated black-blood spiral imaging sequence. Vessel wall scans were repeated 1 month later in eight subjects. The visible vessel wall segment and the wall thickness were quantitatively assessed using a semi-automatic tool and the intra-observer, inter-observer, and inter-scan reproducibilities were determined. The average imaged length of the RCA vessel wall was 44.5 + 7 mm. The average wall thickness was 1.6 + 0.2 mm. There was a highly significant intraobserver (r ¼ 0.97), inter-observer (r ¼ 0.94), and inter-scan (r ¼ 0.90) correlation for wall thickness (all P , 0.001). There was also a significant agreement for intra-observer, inter-observer, and interscan measurements on Bland-Altman analysis. The intra-class correlation coefficients for intra-observer (r ¼ 0.97), inter-observer (r ¼ 0.92), and inter-scan (r ¼ 0.86) analyses were also excellent. Conclusion The use of black-blood free-breathing 3D MRI in conjunction with semi-automated analysis software allows for reproducible measurements of right coronary arterial vessel-wall thickness. This technique may be well-suited for non-invasive longitudinal studies of coronary atherosclerosis.
Introduction
With the recognition that the process of coronary atherosclerosis involves progressive arterial remodelling, 1 the focus of cardiovascular imaging is shifting from the arterial lumen to the vessel wall. Non-invasive imaging approaches that assess coronary wall characteristics accurately and reproducibly offer the promise of detecting coronary atherosclerosis before it manifests clinically. In the coronary arterial tree, this can be achieved non-invasively by measuring the calcium burden in the vessel wall using electron beam computed tomography 2 or invasively by intra-vascular ultrasound (IVUS). 3 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), because of its truly noninvasive nature and excellent soft-tissue contrast, has been investigated as a modality to image atherosclerotic abnormalities in the coronary vessel wall. 4 The first description demonstrated that the coronary wall thickness could be measured with black-blood, fat suppressed MRI, and coronary arterial wall remodelling could be visualized. 4 However, in the original description, the visualization of the coronary vessel wall was limited by reduced coverage [because of two-dimensional (2D)imaging] and constraints related to repeated breath-holds. Botnar et al. attempted to overcome these shortcomings by imaging the right coronary wall using three-dimensional (3D), free-breathing black-blood coronary MRI. 5, 6 Using that method, arterial remodelling was successfully identified in a patient cohort with X-ray defined non-significant coronary artery disease. 5 That approach used an innovative 2D local dual inversion pre-pulse to generate contrast between the vessel wall and the coronary lumen. However, to the best of our knowledge, the reproducibility of this technique has not been ascertained. In this study, we sought to evaluate the inter-scan, inter-and intra-observer reproducibilities of vessel wall thickness of the right coronary artery (RCA) in healthy adult subjects, using 3D free-breathing black-blood coronary MRI.
Methods
This study was conducted at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions after obtaining appropriate institutional review board approval and informed consent from each participant. The study participants consisted of consecutively enroled 18 healthy individuals (age range 25-43), with no prior history of cardiovascular disease and who responded to flyers posted in the hospital. All the subjects were in sinus rhythm, without contraindications to MRI. The study was repeated 1 month later in eight subjects to assess inter-scan reproducibility.
MRI technique
All the MR scans were performed on a commercial 1.5 T system (Gyroscan Intera, Phillips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) equipped with PowerTrak 6000 gradients (23 mT/m, 219 ms rise time). The subjects were imaged in the supine position using a five-element cardiac phased-array receiver coil, vector ECG triggering, 7 and arrhythmia rejection software. All scans were obtained using un-coached free-breathing and both the angiogram and the vessel wall scans were performed with a right hemi-diaphragmatic 2D selective navigator with a 5 mm gating window applied in the foot-head direction for respiratory motion suppression. To further constrain residual respiratory motion within that 5 mm gating window, real-time prospective adaptive slice-following 8 with a superior-inferior correction factor of 0.6 9 accounting for the motion of the RCA relative to the diaphragm was utilized.
Coronary artery localization and angiography
A free-breathing, navigator-gated, and corrected axial scan was obtained for the identification of the RCA. On these images, accurate volume targeting in parallel to the RCA was obtained using a three-point plan scan tool, applied at three different anatomic levels (proximal, mid, and distal). 10 Subsequently, a retrospectively triggered functional steady state with free precession (SSFP) scan (a ¼ 758, TR ¼ 2.8 ms, and TE ¼ 1.4 ms) with a high temporal resolution of 20 ms was obtained to identify the period of least cardiac motion. On the images of this scan, the period of minimal RCA displacement was visually identified and the time delay between the R-wave of the ECG and this period of minimal myocardial motion (Td) was recorded. All subsequent high-resolution images were obtained at that Td. In order to visualize the RCA lumen and to aid in accurate localization of the area of maximized contrast enhancement for subsequent vessel wall scanning, a double oblique navigator-gated and corrected 3D bright blood coronary MR angiogram (SSFP sequence with a T2 preparation pulse) was then obtained (TR ¼ 5.8, TE ¼ 2.9, flip angle ¼ 708, FOV ¼ 270 mm, acquisition matrix ¼ 270 Â 218, and slice thickness ¼ 3 mm) in the plane prescribed by the three-point planscan tool.
RCA vessel wall scan
The vessel wall MRI sequence mainly consisted of two parts: contrast generation, and image acquisition. Contrast between the RCA wall and the blood in the lumen was generated using the optimized local dual-inversion technique, which involves a nonselective inversion followed by the application of a cylindrical 2D selective local re-inversion of the magnetization in parallel to the main axis of the RCA. 5, 6 We applied a 2D selective higher order local inversion pulse with a diameter of 5 cm and a total pulse duration of 8.2 ms in all subjects. Localization of the spatially selective magnetization preparation pulse was performed on the earlier described angiogram. The local inversion pre-pulse was placed to encompass the aortic cusp, ostium of the RCA, and the remainder of the vessel, ensuring that the blood-pool magnetization in the left ventricle was not re-inverted.
The RCA vessel wall was imaged in the plane defined by the three-point planscan tool. Imaging was performed in every other R-R interval using a spiral sequence with the following parameters: TR ¼ 29 ms, TE ¼ 2.3 ms, acquisition window ¼ 59 ms, 20 slices, FOV ¼ 400 mm, acquisition matrix ¼ 512 Â 512, and spatial resolution of 0.78 Â 0.78 Â 2 mm 3 . The total number of cardiac cycles from which data were used to generate a complete 3D image was 252. The total scanning duration depends on both the heart-rate of the subjects and the individual navigator efficiency. The heart-rate dependent time-delay between the local inversion contrast enhancement pre-pulse and the imaging sequence was adjusted for maximized blood-signal suppression 11 and ranged from 550 to 650 ms.
Image analysis
The analysis was performed along the entire visualized course of the RCA using a previously reported semi-automatic edge detection 'soapbubble' tool, which measures dimensions. 12 To minimize digitization errors and to facilitate data analysis, the images were zoomed by a factor of four, using Fourier zooming. 13 We visually identified points on the coronary vessel wall per interactive mouse click, thus generating two sets of wall thickness values, for the anterior and the posterior vessel walls (Figure 1 ). The visible continuous length of the coronary vessel wall was measured manually. Subsequently, along the trace defined by the aforementioned user-defined points, a local image gradient was obtained utilizing a Deriche algorithm (where an edge image using a first-order derivative of the input image is generated), and wall thickness was automatically measured perpendicular to the vessel wall (distance between maximum image gradients perpendicular to the course of the vessel wall), in equidistant steps of 0.2 mm, as reported earlier.
14 For the visual inspection of the adequacy of the algorithm to measure the vessel wall thickness, the computer-identified inner (luminal) and outer (adventitial) boundaries of each vessel wall were graphically highlighted and overlaid on the anatomical image. If the automated measurement was visually identified as 'inadequate' by the operator, manual interaction and correction was performed. On the basis of our prior experience, this was primarily needed in the regions of branching vessels where the user could simply tell the algorithm to interrupt the measurements in the region of the branch to avoid bias. To ensure that the wall thickness measurements were performed at the same anatomical 
Signal to noise ratio and contrast to noise ratio
Signal to noise ratio (SNR)/contrast to noise ratio (CNR) of the vessel wall scans were calculated on the raw image data, in a blinded manner, with the 'soapbubble' tool using the following formulae. The regions of interests were manually traced over an extended length of the vessel wall, its adjacent lumen, and in the background anterior to the chest.
Statistical analysis
Continuous variables are reported as mean +SD. Paired t-testing (two-sided) was used to compare the continuous variables. After multiplanar reformatting by Reader 1 (M.Y.D.), two measurements (anterior and posterior wall thickness, Figure 2 ) were recorded in each individual. Subsequently, Reader 2 (M.S.) repeated vessel wall thickness measurements on these reformats. For intra-observer measurement, Reader 1 repeated the multiplanar reformatting and the measurements 1 week later in a blinded fashion. The same measurements were repeated by Reader 1 in eight volunteers who were re-imaged. On the basis of these measurements, intraobserver (two times Reader 1 measurements), inter-observer (Reader 1 vs. Reader 2 measurements), and inter-scan agreements (original Reader 1 vs. repeat Reader 1 measurements) were assessed using Pearson's correlation coefficient (r ), Bland-Altman analysis, 15 and intra-class correlation coefficients. 16, 17 Intra-class correlation coefficient is the proportion of total variability accounted for by the variability among readers. If the coefficient is high, it means only a small portion of the variability is due to variability in measurement on different occasions; hence, the reproducibility is high. The following formula was used to calculate the intra-class correlation coefficients: f(Variance measurement 1 þ Variance measurement 2 2 Difference in variance between measurements 1 and 2)/ [(Variance measurement 1 þ Variance measurement 2 ) þ (Difference in the mean values of measurements 1 and 2) 2 2 (Difference in variance between measurements 1 and 2/Total number of measurements)]g. Generalized estimating equations (GEE) were used to adjust standard errors (SE) for the clustering of two observations (anterior and posterior wall) within the same individual. 18 A P-value ,0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results

Vessel wall dimensions and reproducibility
All subjects completed the scans. The average age of the study cohort was 32 + 6 years (range 25-43 years) and there were six women. The average heart-rate during image acquisition was 67 + 12 b. p.m. (range 48-90). The average scanning time per 3D vessel wall scan was 12 min. With the 3D vessel wall imaging sequence, we were able to visualize an average of 44 + 7 mm of the proximal RCA vessel wall and use it for quantitative analysis of the wall thickness. The average SNR and CNR were 16+7 and 10 + 6, respectively. The coronary vessel wall appeared distinct from the surrounding epicardial fat and the coronary blood pool. The 2D local dual inversion pulse effectively suppressed unwanted signals outside the region of interest. There was a sharp demarcation between the tissue in the path of the local inversion pre-pulse and the surrounding tissue (Figures 1 and 2 ). The outer walls of two subjects could not be analysed by one of the observers and hence were excluded from the analysis. In three subjects, both the walls were analysed manually, due to suboptimal identification of the vessel wall borders by the software.
The mean RCA vessel wall thickness was 1.6 + 0.2 mm (1.7 + 0.2 mm in men and 1.6 + 0.2 mm in women). The mean vessel wall thickness (original and repeat values) for the subjects who underwent the scans twice measured 1.7 + 0.2 and 1.7 + 0.3 mm, respectively (P ¼ 0.48).
Using Pearson's correlation coefficient, there was a highly statistically significant intra-observer (r ¼ 0.97, R 2 ¼ 93%, SE ¼ 0.06), inter-observer, (r ¼ 0.94, R 2 ¼ 89%, SE ¼ 0.08) and inter-scan (r ¼ 0.90, R 2 ¼ 80%, SE ¼ 0.12) concordance for semiautomatic vessel wall thickness measurements (all P , 0.001). The results of the Bland-Altman analysis demonstrating intra-observer, inter-observer, and interscan agreements are shown in Figures 3 A, B , and C. We found a high degree of intra-observer, inter-observer, and inter-scan concordance for vessel wall thickness measurements (intra-class correlation coefficients were 0.97, 0.92, and 0.86, respectively). GEE analysis also demonstrated significant association between Reader 1 and Reader 2 for intra-observer (regression estimate ¼ 0.9630, SE ¼ 0.03), inter-observer (regression estimate ¼ 1.0117, SE ¼ 0.05), and inter-scan (regression estimate ¼ 0.9834, SE ¼ 0.0925) analyses (all P, 0.0001).
Discussion Reproducibility
This study demonstrates that the non-invasive magnetic resonance technique of 3D free-breathing black-blood coronary vessel wall imaging is feasible and highly reproducible (Figures 2 and 3 ) . Utilizing a semiautomatic edge detection technique, we are able to demonstrate a very high degree of concordance (Figure 3 ) in repeat measurements of human coronary artery wall thickness, averaged over a long continuous segment of the RCA.
Improved contrast generation for vessel wall MR imaging
The 2D selective local inversion pre-pulse used in our study was a highly spatially selective cylindrical 2D local dual inversion pre-pulse, which lead to optimal suppression of the blood entering the coronary artery. This could potentially aid in maximizing the SNR in the region of the coronary vessel wall and avoid the in-flow of re-inverted blood pool magnetization into the coronary artery leading to an improved CNR.
Limitations
Although lacking a true in vivo gold-standard for comparison (e.g. IVUS), vessel wall thickness may be overestimated by this technique, when compared with previously published pathology reports. [19] [20] [21] This is most likely attributed to the partial volume effects, curvature of the vessel, residual myocardial motion, and stagnant flow at the blood-vessel border. The partial volume effect, which results from a relatively low spatial resolution, was likely the major contributing factor to the overestimation of the vessel wall thickness in the present study. Higher-field magnetic resonance systems may offer a means to increase the spatial resolution but their utility for coronary vessel wall imaging remains to be investigated more thoroughly. The slow flowing blood at the edge of the artery can also theoretically contribute to the overestimation of the wall thickness, but studies in carotid arteries suggest that this may not be a major factor. 22 Thus, although this non-invasive technique appears to be very reproducible, the precision in terms of true dimension assessment requires further testing and comparison with invasive measures of coronary wall thickness.
This technique, like many other cardiac MR applications, is dependent upon a stable heart-rate and is adversely affected by arrhythmias as data for each 3D volume set is acquired over multiple heart beats. The use of arrhythmia rejection software, that is becoming available on most modern MR systems, can potentially help to solve the problem. Finally, the results obtained in the RCA may not be directly extrapolated to other coronary vessels. On one hand, it is possible that the findings in the left coronary system might not be as robust as those from the RCA, Figure 3 Bland-Altman graphs demonstrating the intra-observer (A ), interobserver (B ), and inter-scan (C ) concordance of coronary vessel wall thickness measurements obtained using the semi-automatic analysis 'soapbubble' tool.
because of its increased relative distance from the surface coil, which may affect SNR and CNR. On the other hand, the reduced motion of the left coronary system could lessen motion-related artifacts.
Future outlook
Because of its non-invasiveness and high reproducibility, 3D black-blood MR vessel wall imaging may potentially serve as an excellent tool to study subclinical atherosclerosis and it appears to be well-suited for follow-up studies after intervention or as a tool to follow-up plaque regression after therapy. 23, 24 On the basis of our results, in order to detect a 10% change in vessel wall thickness with an 80% power at the alpha level of 0.05, a future study would require a sample size of approximately 15 subjects (paired analysis). If the intention were to detect a 5% change, the sample size would be roughly 52 subjects. Improvements of this technique in terms of using higher magnetic field strengths and advanced molecular compounds may aid in the characterization of the changes in the coronary vessel wall, similar to other vascular beds. [25] [26] [27] Doing so might also have implications for managing patients with established coronary heart disease.
Conclusion
This study demonstrates that 3D free-breathing black-blood coronary vessel wall imaging is a highly reproducible noninvasive technique for the assessment of coronary vessel wall thickness. This method could potentially play a major role in future studies involving longitudinal follow-up of coronary plaque progression and follow-up after intervention. Further studies in subjects with known atherosclerosis are warranted.
